
INTRODUCTION 

The technology of 3D integral braiding is character-

ized by the capability of braiding the preforms with

cross-sectional variations for 3D braided composites,

with its technology and equipment, a variety of pre-

forms can be formed at a single net size [1–2]. At pre-

sent, the chassis track of “four-step” Cartesian braid-

ing machine is mainly divided into sliding type and

fixed type. The yarn carriers of braiding machine can

be moved by pushing against each other, which are

placed into the corresponding position of the chassis

manually according to the shape of the preforms

before braiding. There is no gap between the driving

carriers. Therefore, it takes a lot of work to determine

the position of the carriers when braiding multiple

varieties of composites preforms [3–6]. The low

braiding efficiency of cross-sectional variations pre-

forms is due to manual intervention. The “four-step”

braiding technology is limited by traditional braiding

equipment, resulting in low efficiency, single product

and high cost. Therefore, the research of braiding

technology and the development of new equipment

are critical.

3D INTEGRAL BRAIDING TECHNOLOGY AND

PRE-EQUIPMENT 

3D integral braiding technology can be divided into

cross-sectional variations and profiled technology [7].

The characteristics of cross-sectional variations

braiding technology is to change the number or fine-

ness of yarns involved in the braiding process which

do not affect the subsequent braiding process, and

then the integral braiding of cross-sectional variations

performs is realized [8]. The complex shaped pre-

forms can be braided mainly by profiled braiding

technology, such as T-shaped and I-shaped section

preforms, which are not braided properly by the tra-

ditional “four-step” braiding method as the array of

the carrier is different from that of the braided rectan-

gular section. Therefore, the mixed braiding technol-

ogy is usually adopted for the complex shaped pre-

forms [9].

Automation was difficultly achieved by traditional

braiding equipment due to the structural limitation of

chassis transmission device. The flexible integral

braided chassis device was developed by our

research group in early-stage, as shown in figure 1.

The motion control card and micro-controller were
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Proiectarea unui nou dispozitiv de împletire cu purtător de fir activ integral 3D

Mișcarea de împletire a unei mașini de împletit Cartezian se realizează prin împingerea purtătorilor de fir unul spre
celălalt, ceea ce are ca rezultat o eficiență scăzută a împletirii, un singur produs și o extindere slabă, în prezent. Este
conceput un nou dispozitiv de împletire cu purtător de fir activ integral 3D. În primul rând, sunt analizate tehnologia de
împletire integrală și echipamentul tradițional de împletire. Apoi, sunt proiectate un purtător activ bazat pe un vehicul
ghidat automat (AGV) și șasiul său împletit. Sunt dezvoltate un nou dispozitiv de direcție și un sistem de alimentare cu
energie electrică. Procesul de împletire este controlat wireless. În cele din urmă, se concluzionează că împletirea
flexibilă a părților prefabricate de diferite forme complexe poate fi realizată prin tehnologia integrată de împletire a
purtătorului de fir activ prin analiza structurii și a modului de lucru al purtătorului de fir activ.

Cuvinte-cheie: împletire Carteziană, purtător de fir activ, AGV, împletire integrată 3D, împletire flexibilă
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used to control the stepping motor and positioning

mechanism and make the yarn carrier move in any

row or column. It was suitable for the integral braid-

ing of profiled braiding preforms by a mixed braiding

technology. The track structure of the chassis was

fixed, which makes it difficult to expand the overall

scale. Li utilized an active yarn carrier model with lin-

ear stepping motor as self-driving device. The high

requirements for track laying, power supply and anti-

electromagnetic interference were necessary [10].

In order to solve the problems of traditional equip-

ment, the active yarn carrier based on AGV technol-

ogy is proposed, which has the characteristics of sim-

ple structure, easy control, good adaptability and

mod ular assembly. The automatic braiding of cross-

sec tional variations and profiled preforms can be

realized. 

NEW ACTIVE YARN CARRIER AND MATCHED

CHASSIS DEVICE

Structural design of active yarn carrier and

its matching chassis

Active yarn carrier and its matched chassis device is

shown in figure 2. The yarn storage device is omitted.

It mainly includes active yarn carrier 1 and braiding

chassis 2. The double power structure in vertical and

horizontal direction with four wheels steering was

adopted. Zero radius steering can be realized in row

or column braiding motion. The braiding chassis

adopts modular design and each module was wired,

then assembled according to the size of cross-sec-

tion of preforms, and providing power and guidance

for the yarn carrier. A positioning device is placed at

the junction at the bottom of the groove to provide

positioning for the carrier. The axis can be arranged

at the junction of the gaps between the carriers. The

motion of the carrier is controlled by a host computer.

The motion state and position of the carrier can be

feed backed in real time by the feedback module.

The entire braiding process is controlled by automa-

tion to reduce manual intervention.

Design of core mechanisms

The steering device is shown in figure 3. The original

steering and rotation angle of the four bogies are lim-

ited by the torsion spring and location pin. For exam-

ple, the sample is rotated through 90° by the location

pins 8 and 9, so that the direction of the wheel 10

controlled by the bogie is parallel to the X-axis or the

Y-axis. The circular belt 3 is connected to the two

bogies on the left and the two ends are respectively

fixed by fasteners 1 and 7 in the corresponding posi-

tions of the bogies. Similarly, the circular belt 13 is

connected to the corresponding positions of the two

bogies on the right. In order to prevent the belt from

slipping with the steering wheel 5, the corresponding

position is fixed by fasteners 4 and 12. The steering

wheel is rotated 90° clockwise by the steering motor.

under the action of the torsion spring and the belt,

the four bogies are rotated 90° at the same time, the

wheels 7 and 14 are rotated counter-clockwise 90°,

and wheels 2 and 10 are rotated clockwise 90°. Then

the four wheels are parallel to the Y axis. When the

steering motor is rotated counter-clockwise 90°, the

four wheels are parallel to the X axis. By fixing the

belt on the same steering wheel, the torque of the
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Fig. 1. Flexible integral braiding chassis device

Fig. 2. Active yarn carrier and its matching

chassis structure diagram: 1 – active yarn

carrier; 2 – braiding chassis

Fig. 3. Schematic views of steering gear:

1 – fastener; 2 – wheel; 3 – circular belt;

4 – fastener; 5 – steering wheel; 6 – wheel;

7 – fastener; 8 – location pin; 9 – fastener;

10 – wheel; 11 – location pin; 12 – fastener;

13 – circular belt; 14 – wheel; 15 – fastener



four torsion springs offset will be created. The depen-

dence on the torque of the steering motor is reduced.

The structure of the active carrier is shown in figure 4.

In order to improve the stability of the motion of the

yarn carrier, the driving system is placed at the bot-

tom. The driving system is composed of two gear

motors and mechanical structure. The shaft 13 is

driven by the gear motor 1, and then the wheels 12

and 14 are driven through spur gear pair 2 and 8. The

positive and negative motion of the carrier in the X

axis is realized by controlling the positive and nega-

tive rotation of the motor 1. When the steering wheel

5 is rotated 90° clockwise by the steering motor 6, the

four wheel directions are parallel to the Y axis. The

two pairs of gear pairs are constituted by the gears

19 and 22 at the two ends of the transmission shaft

21 respectively. Similarly, the power of wheels 12 and

18 can be provided by the gear motor 16 and the

motion of the yarn carrier in the positive and negative

directions of the Y axis will be realized.

The guiding and power supply modules are integrat-

ed as shown in figure 5. The row or column move-

ment of the yarn carrier can be guided and the bias

caused by the tension of the braided yarn will be

avoided. In order to avoid short circuit or open circuit

at the intersection of the track, the negative lead 3 on

the upper side and the positive lead 4 on the bottom

are adopted by the chassis module wiring. A unified
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power supply system for the entire braided chassis

can be formed through the wire interface 6 of each

module. The carbon brush 5 is embedded in the cor-

ners of the guiding and power supply block to ensure

that the carrier is kept in contact with the chassis

wiring during the movement, and the contact is stable

at the row or column crossing positions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As the independent driving system of the active yarn

carrier, it can move independently or in groups on the

braiding chassis. It is suitable for cross-sectional vari-

ations and profiled braiding with “four-step” method.

The motion of yarn carrier is introduced with the

examples of variable cross-section preform braided

by unit number reduction method and profiled pre-

form braided by mixed method.

Figure 6 shows the array of the carrier on the chas-

sis when the braiding of the preform is reduced from

6×6 to 4×4 mode, and physical picture of preform.

Beginning of braiding, the 6*6 mode carriers move in

groups according to the “four-step” method. When

the cross-section of the preform is reduced, the addi-

tional carriers are moved from the braiding area to

the standby area in the nearest path, and join the

braiding area again to continue braiding when the

Fig. 4. Structural diagram of active yarn carrier: 1 – gear motor; 2 and 3 – spur gear pair; 4 – steering

wheel; 5 – steering wheel; 6 – steering motor; 7 – steering wheel; 8 – spur gear pair; 9 – negative guide

block; 10 – shaft; 11 – positive guide block; 12 – wheel; 13 – shaft; 14 – wheel; 15 – wheel; 16 – gear

motor; 17 – gear; 18 – wheel; 19 – gear; 20 – bevel gear pair; 21 – transmission shaft; 22 – gear

Fig. 5. Guiding and power supply

schematic diagram: 1 – connecting rod;

2 – negative guide block; 3 – negative

lead; 4 – positive lead; 5 – carbon brush;

6 – wire interface; 7 – positive guide block

Fig. 6. Reduction of 6 × 6 patterns to 4 × 4 patterns

braided chassis array and resulting braid: 1 – main

carrier; 2 – additional carrier; 3 – braiding area;

4 – standby area



cross-section is enlarged. At this time, the remaining

carriers still are moved according to the “four-step”

method. Based on the change of section, the carriers

can be controlled to join or exit the braiding area. The

braiding area and standby area are determined by

the variation of section size.

Figure 7 shows the initial array of the carrier on the

chassis when the braiding 8×6 mode I-shaped pre-

form by using “four-step” method 1×3 and 3×1 hybrid

pattern,and physical picture of preform. Since each

carrier can move independently, without considering

the vacancy position. In the first step, the 4th and 10th

rows of the carriers move to the right by three posi-

tions, the 7th row of the carriers move to the right by

one position, and the 5th and 11th rows of the carriers

move to the left by three positions. The 8th row of car-

riers moves to the left by one position number. In the

second step, the 4th and 7th column carriers move up

one and three positions respectively, and the 6th and

9th column carriers respectively move downwards

three and one position number. The third step is

opposite to the first step and the fourth step is oppo-

site to the second step. A cycle weaving can be com-

pleted by a four-step cycle. It is necessary to design

the corresponding control scheme according to the

required braiding technology when braiding different

performs.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a new type of active yarn carrier is

designed for cross-sectional variations and profiled

performs braiding. The integral braiding of performs

with various complex shapes can be realized by the

self-powered active yarn carrier and assembled

braiding chassis through wireless control system,

which avoids the problems of single braiding variety

and poor expansion of traditional braiding equipment.

It can be applied to the braiding of various performs

in small batches. The carrier can work longer hours

by the chassis wiring power supply mode. The host

control signal can be accepted by the wireless control

module to achieve independent or group motion on

the chassis. It is suitable for 3D integral braiding tech-

nology to braid performs with various structures and

shapes. The flexibility and versatility of braiding

equipment will be improved.
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Fig. 7. Chassis initial array diagram of braiding I-shaped

fabric 8×6 patterns and resulting braid: 1 – main carrier;

2 – additional carrier
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